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Altizen® Active Features and Characteristics  

 

Screen adjustment 
- Independent screen adjustment for user’s comfort 
- Supports almost any height and body build 

Premium steel 
- Offers unrivalled stable usage experience  
- Cold rolled SPCC steel provides superior 
finishing 

98 degree ergonomic tilt 
- Wider angle between screen and eyes mitigates 
eye strain  
- Closer distance between worksurface and arms 
lessens shoulder tension

Modules [Optional] 
- Single monitor, dual monitor, laptop choices 
- Modular to allow for easy replacement 

International Certifications 
- Exceeds stringent international certification for 
mechanical and electronics safety by SGS 
- Only standing desk endorsed by professional 
physiotherapists.

Silent Motor  
- Near silent motor blends into quiet office 
environment 
- Lifecycle tested for 20,000 times for durable 
reliability  

Wireless Handset Remote  
- Ergonomically designed to fi t into the palm 
- Provides 2 preset heights for superior user 
experience



Altizen® Active seamlessly transforms any desk into a healthy and active standing desk. Users can 
effortlessly transition between sitting and standing through a touch of a button. The only standing desk 
endorsed by professional physiotherapists and internationally safety-certified, Altizen ensures its users all-
day comfort and wellness at work.  



Altizen® Active Base Unit & Specifications  

Specifications

Footprint dimensions 
Fully retracted: 80 x 65 x 73cm  
(length x depth x height) 
Fully extended: 80 x 65 x 94.5cm 
(length x depth x height)

Noise level 
Below 50 dB

Net / Gross weight 
26kg / 33 kg

Travel range 
Worksurface: 44.5cm 

Colours 
Traffic White

Shipping carton 
85 x 55 x 12cm (surface top and base) 
85 x 52 x 22cm (pillar) 

Load capacity  
15 kg 

Material 
Power-coated steel and MDF with 
white laminate

Modules [optional] 
Single Monitor  
Dual Monitor  
Laptop Module

Power consumption 
29V DC motor

Remote Communication 
Remote control (radio frequency)

Warranty 
3 years warranty against defects in 
workmanship or assembly



Modules (Optional) 

Single Monitor Module 
- 360 degrees VESA mount 
- Fits any VESA compatible 
monitor up to 27”

Dual Monitor Module 
- 2 x 360 degrees VESA mount 
- Fits any VESA compatible 
monitor up to 27”

Laptop Module 
- Sturdy laptop tray  
- Can fit laptop or monitor with 
stand 


